“THERE ARE FEW HOURS IN LIFE MORE AGREEABLE THAN THE HOUR DEDICATED TO THE CEREMONY KNOWN AS AFTERNOON TEA.”

HENRY JAMES
LUXURIOUS MENU

Atto Primo Brut
SERVED WITH AMUSE BOUCHE

DECLINATIONS

SELECTION OF CHEF’S FINEST HOMEMADE FINGER SANDWICHES

MAIN COURSE SELECTION

CHICKEN BALLOTINE

OR

CATCH OF THE DAY

FINEST PATISSERIES

CHEF’S DESSERT SELECTION OF FINE PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY

HOMEMADE ENGLISH SCONES
SERVED WITH TRADITIONAL ACCOMPANIMENTS

SELECTION OF HOMEMADE MINI CAKE LOAFS

AED 503 per person including Sparkling Wine (window table)
AED 430 per person including Sparkling Wine (non-window table)
AED 664 per person including Champagne

INCLUDING OUR UNLIMITED SELECTION OF HOT AND REFRESHING BEVERAGES

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
LA GOURMANDIZES

HOMEMADE ICE TEA
SERVED WITH AMUSE BOUCHE

DECLINATIONS
SELECTION OF CHEF’S FINEST HOMEMADE FINGER SANDWICHES

FINES PATISSERIES
CHEF’S DESSERT SELECTION OF FINE PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY

HOMEMADE ENGLISH SCONES
SERVED WITH TRADITIONAL ACCOMPANIMENTS

AED 328 per person

INCLUDING OUR UNLIMITED SELECTION OF HOT AND REFRESHING BEVERAGES

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
WHITE TEA

WHITE PEONY
Sweet, rounded, comforting, deeply refreshing, sweet and honeyed Fujian white tea.

GREEN TEA

ORGANIC GUNPOWDER
Bold, flavourful, reviving, the freshest and the sweetest Chinese Gunpowder green tea you will ever taste, spring picked and organically grown in Hunan.

JAPANESE SENCHA
Verdant, smooth and satisfying Japanese green tea. Our loose leaf Sencha is thick, rounded and sweet, as a result of expert steam-processing.

ORGANIC JADE SWORD
Grassy, refreshing, reviving and smooth Chinese green tea with aromas of spring flowers and freshly cut grass with super refreshing finish.

MOROCCAN MINT
Bright, rounded, reviving and refreshing blend of Chinese green tea with peppermint leaf, inspired by the souks of Morocco.

GENMAICHA SUPREME
Mellow, toasted and warming Japanese Green tea from the fertile, volcanic soils of Shizuoka, blended with roasted and popped rice.

JASMINE PEARLS
Sweet, floral and tempting tea where each pearl is hand-made by nimbly rolling spring-fresh green tea into pearls with naturally scented real Jasmine flowers for over 5 nights. The tea has smooth, bright and long-lasting jasmine aftertaste.

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge.
VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
OOLONG TEA

IRON BUDDHA
Floral, creamy and refreshing tea, which is considered as a veritable king amongst oolong sorts of tea – lightly oxidized and gently floral with fresh tart edge.

WUYI OOLONG
Rich, roasted and invigorating tea with balanced aromas of rose, peach, fragrant wood and caramel.

SCARLET HOUR
This vibrant blend of bold decaffeinated black tea boasts majestic notes of sweet mango and passion fruit.

BLACK TEA

ASSAM GOLD
Malty, honeyed, fortifying, rich and full bodied black tea with subtle red fruit and toasted grain flavors.

DARJEELING
Fragrant, rounded, warming and refreshing tea with light and fragrant body.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST
Rich, malty, rousing, an ultimate breakfast tea, expertly blended from Assam’s finest tea gardens, strong and bursting in flavors.

CEYLON & WHOLE ROSE
Rich, fragrant, enchanting and delicious combination of calming, sweet, miniature rosebuds over a smooth Ceylon black tea base.

EARL GREY
Bold, fragrant, uplifting and unique loose leaf, which combines rich Ceylon tea base scented with real and zesty bergamot.

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
BLACK TEA

CHAI
Sweet, spicy, rousing and delicious blend of rich Ceylon Tea with bespoke selection of sweet, aromatic spice. The real winter warmer.

LYCHEE RED
Fragrant, light, fruity, bold with tropical lychee fruit notes over a light black tea base. Gently sweet and fully fruity black tea with good body and texture.

DECAFFEINATED CEYLON
Rounded, smooth and warming full-bodied Ceylon tea without the caffeine. Tangy and malty with sweet, dried fruit notes.

FLOWERING GREEN TEA

FLOWERING LILY & JASMINE
Floral, honeyed, enticing, green tea tied around flame orange lily petals and jasmine flowers.

HERBAL INFUSIONS

ROOIBOS
Sweet, Honeyed, refreshing tea with sweet straw and plum fragrance with faint vanilla. Soft, gently tangy flavour with a hint of bitter Seville orange richness.

LEMONGRASS & GINGER
Bright, spicy, invigorating tea composed of only two natural ingredients: lengths of lemongrass and pieces of dried ginger for a spicy infusion.

BLACKCURRANT & HIBISCUS
Bright, fruity, quenching tea composed of whole, naturally flavorsome blackcurrants, berries and cracked hibiscus shell.

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
PUERH TEA

Carefully aged to develop a character that is very different to other sorts of tea. The aging process adds a fascinating dimension, maturing the tea into something richer, smoother, mellower and more complex.

2008 COOKED Puerh 85 AED
Warm, earthy, smooth, rich tea yet subtle with a woody and earthy character, smooth texture and deep dark colour.

YELLOW TEA

Yellow sorts of tea are processed in a similar way to green tea, but there is an extra step, unique to yellow tea production, which softens the flavor of the tea and removes the vegetal flavor present in green tea.

Pre-Rain Jun Shan Silver Needle 195 AED
Delicate, syrupy, golden, mellow, refreshing and sought after tea with floral and slightly spicy notes. Glorious infusion with barley sugar sweetness and subtle spicy flavors.

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
BARISTA

RISTRETTO
A more concentrated Espresso.

ESPRESSO
Freshly brewed espresso with a distinctively rich taste, a robust aroma and a golden crema.

ESPRESSO CON PANNA
Straight shot of espresso topped with vanilla cream.

AMERICANO
Hot water added to a shot of Espresso.

CAPPUCCINO
Single shot of espresso topped with frothed milk.

CAFÉ LATTE
Single shot of espresso mixed with steamed milk and a layer of frothed milk on the top.

MOCHACCINO
Single shot of espresso mixed with finest chocolate powder and vanilla cream on top.

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
SIGNATURE COFFEE

KOPI LUWAK 120 AED
The world’s most premium coffee – 100% Wild Kopi Luwak from Indonesia. Smooth, balanced, rich flavour and complex aroma, nutty with notes of caramel. You can enjoy it on classic Italian way as an espresso, cappuccino or with warm milk on the side.

KOPI LUWAK MARTINI 140 AED
Elegant mocktail made with our signature infusion of Kopi Luwak beans, Vanilla sticks from Madagascar, premium Brazilian oranges and sugar cane syrup. Best way to start your day on the top of the World.

KOPI LUWAK GOLD CAPPUCCINO 160 AED
Our signature Gold Cappuccino with 24-karat gold flakes. Magnificent coffee drink in the World’s highest Restaurant & Lounge will be one of the most unique experiences of your life.

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.
REFRESHMENTS

RED SAND
Red of Arabia tea with the hint of ginger blended with yuzu and Caribbean orange.

AFTERNOON DELIGHT
Happy hour tea blended with fresh fennel, peach, fresh pineapple and passion fruit caviar.

MIRACULOUS MANDARIN
Miraculous Mandarin iced tea with spiced ginger and pear.

GANACHE 87
Iced espresso blended with Baileys ganache, 87% dark chocolate and mascarpone cheese, topped up with vanilla foam.

TROPICAL SMILE
Fresh passion fruit and mango layerd with coconut flavoured cream.

HIGH BERRY
Pink Flamingo tea blended with black currant, cranberry and elderflowers.

LIQUID SPA
Mint and peach flavoured aloe vera juice combined with homemade ginger sugar.

All prices are in AED and are inclusive of %7 Municipality Fee and %10 Service Charge. VAT of %5 has been added to the net value of the mentioned prices.